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What to do when “It’s bad today . . . but it will be a lot worse tomorrow!” 
  

Beginning the last couple of days in July, the market’s speculating crowd thought it would try out 
“Recession’s Around the Corner!” as a fright.  It worked pretty well, though it might be running out of 
steam about now.  The chart below shows how several of our core companies were hit a lot harder than 
the overall market—regardless of their already-low valuations.  That’s been the pattern since the last part 
of 2018:  some Outlook companies down more when the market dived; and up more when it soared.  The 
market’s “reasoning” has been that the closer a company might be to trade war damage, the worse:  so 
there’s copper-king Freeport in green, for example, leading the downward plunge at minus-21% in August, 
making the market’s minus-4% look harmless (kind of like a European interest rate.) 

August:  the Market Gets Hit . . . Some Outlook Stocks Get Hammered 

 
  
  
Valuation is never an obstacle to the market’s thinking, when it’s trying out fright to see if it might be 
contagious enough to get things really rolling downhill.  Nor it is a problem for the market on the upside, 
when it’s testing just how high greed might fuel a rocket toward the moon.  Micron’s a perfect example 
of that on the downside, with its roughly 4 times earnings valuation—and its exceptional financial 
strength—being hardly more than a speed bump for a market indulging in its trade war nightmare.  Any 
number of truly ridiculous IPO’s since 2018 (Beyond Meat is an Outlook favorite) are great examples of 
the market’s contempt for valuation on the upside.  
  
As we know, though, all kinds of facts can be ignored for a while—but not permanently.  Very attractive 
valuations and great financial strength always get their day in court eventually—and they always 
win.  Ridiculously high valuations and weak financials do too—and they always lose.  
  



So when Outlook gets a chance to invest new money these days, our job is to choose among many 
wonderful values.  When we’re not enduring a spooked market, which has made good values into 
absurdly good values, we usually spread such new money more evenly among more of our 
companies.  But we are in a frightened market, so we look harder at those of our stocks which are 
particularly “just asking to be bought,” and add money to those positions even though a couple (like 
Micron) are already emphatic “bets” in our clients’ portfolios. 
  
Just today came a media report that 74% of business economists think we’ll have a recession by the end 
of 2021.  It was as silly as most such surveys, with the breakdown being 2% voting for “recession this year,” 
38% for “recession in 2020,” and 34% “recession in 2021.”  This survey happens every 6 months . . . which 
is actually the outer limit of how far anyone can see into the economic future, when it comes to recession 
forecasting.  So Outlook’s answer to the survey question would have been:  “We sure don’t see it coming 
within the next 6 months, so there is no point in further discussion.”  But having said all that, should we 
be frightened of the chance of recession?  
  
No.  Recessions happen, and often surprise us to some degree.  But they end, which surprises nobody 
except the media.  Today’s valuations of our companies are extraordinarily good for any investor willing 
to hang on for a few years.  If a recession begins tomorrow, and the market hammers then down some 
more, it will be too bad we weren’t smart or lucky enough to buy even lower.  But it won’t matter at all, 
a few years from now—because we’ll have made so much money from today’s valuation levels.  That’s 
exactly how “Buy low.  Sell high,” works.  It feels frightening when it’s “low.”  74% of everyone from 
economists to taxi drivers thinks “Recession’s on the way,” or some other version of “It’s bad today . . . 
but it will be a lot worse tomorrow!”  What they never grasp is that “tomorrow” is actually less knowable 
than “a few years from now,” when we own strong, well-run companies valued pessimistically by a fearful 
market.  When that’s what we own, there is no mystery about “a few years from now.”  When we get 
there, we will be very happy about the view looking backwards, at an August 2019 market which thought 
a 74% chance of recession, sometime, meant $44, $9 and $52 for Micron, Freeport and Conoco (among 
others) were selling prices rather than buying prices.  As usual lately, Outlook is glad they’re selling at 
those prices, because we’re buying. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


